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CONSIDER R B TIMMAPUR SENIOR MLC “SC LEFT FOR CABINET POST” “FIND PEOPLE WHO
HAVE NOT VOTED FOR CONGRESS AND DEVELOP A PLAN TO WIN BACK THEIR TRUST

By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: AICC team has started studying the situation pan India and prepared the road map of “poll plan for 2019” and team wanted members to give “TAN MAN
DHAN “ to take party’s mission forward and reportedly have a ambitious plan in each seat as per Rahul Gandhi instructions to “Find people who have not voted for congress and develop a plan to win back their trust
by accommodating their leaders in cabinet and party posts and make coalition Government to accept AJ Sadashiva commission report and pave way for internal reservation for 'SC Left' . The KPCC leadership in
state elections “committed blunder in ticket distribution” giving more seats to SC Right candidates and given only one or two to SC left seats ignoring SC Left potential candidates ignoring local block congress
presidents ZP Presidents corporations chairman and members and majority of grass root level workers suggestions . In Mudhol SC reserved Constituency without recommendation of local leaders and strong candidate
R B Timmpur MLC was denied ticket who had arranged more than one lakh people in Jana Ashirwad rally during Rahul Gandhi Visit to Mudhol during Election campaigns and Ticket was given to a wrong person
without recommendation from anybody who was facing allegation of anti-party activity and allegedly was BJP Sympathizer Sri Bandivaddar who was neither SC Left nor SC right belonging to BHOVI community
(Touchable) having less than 2000 voters in Mudhol was given ticket .Not only Bandivaddar was defeated due to this blunder in Bagalkot District saw another four candidates were defeated because SC Left Leader
was denied Ticket and SC left were humiliated and started drifting away from congress as there are more than 162000 SC left voters in Baglkot District and also Siddramaiah Government did not considered AJ
Sadasiva Commission report and this humiliated SC Left Community in large .This wrong need to be corrected to bring back SC left Community to congress fold for 2019 elections . Sri Bandivaddar and his brothers
are seen publicly in following photographs as BJP persons who had allegedly worked for BJP in previous elections and he worked for defeat of congress candidates and he was issued show cause notices for anti party
activity and such person Got Mudhol Congress Ticket is 8th wonder of the world .

The 'SC Left' is a numerically bigger group than that of 'SC Right' [60 lakh to 40 lakh] Bhovis (Touchables) 20 lakhs and others in Karnataka. . In view of SC right Dr Parmeshwar is made DCM and Sri Priyanka
Kharge is made cabinet Minister then Sri R B Timmapur SC Left senior leader can become right choice to fully win confidence of SC Left and request is made to AICC to induct Sri RB Timmapur SC Left Leader in
Karnataka Cabinet and appoint office bearers in KPCC and AICC persons belonging to SC Left community to develop their leadership and provide them more percentage of seats in MP constituency to senior and
second and third generation leaders in equal proportions to avoid senior leaders quitting the party .Congress party need to nourish senior and second and third generation leaders to keep party and organizations
young and energetic in coming years. Congress has leadership and Congress will bounce back with renewed vigor under the leadership of Sonia Gandhi and Rahul Gandhi in 2019 . K R Venugopal AICC general
secretary, in-charge of Karnataka is giving three point agenda spend more time in Karnataka forge unity in the party and regain power in Karnataka .In Karnataka Dalits are number one in population as reported
in Media . Congress has power .In Karnataka SC left are deciding factors in many constituencies in Karnataka and reportedly CM and AICC Leaders requested to give Cabinet Berth to Sri RB Timmapur in Karnataka
Cabinet headed by Siddramaiah as state is going to general elections in 2019 and SC left are not given proportionate representation as given to SC left right.. AICC president Rahul Gandhi described the dalits as reed
ki haddi'' (spine of the Congress) and said they required the escape velocity of Jupiter'' (the speed that an object needs to be travelling to break free of a planet or moon's gravity)to achieve success.Political dynamics
changed in the Congress after a media leak on the caste census. The reports said dalits form the largest community in the state with 1.48 crore (Scheduled Castes 1.08 crore and Scheduled Tribes 40.45 lakh) and
followed by Muslims (70 lakh), Lingayats (65 lakh), Vokkaligas (60 lakh), Kurubas (45 lakh) and other backward classes (95 lakh). Reportedly The last week marked a significant milestone in the Congress party’s

run-up to the 2019 General Election campaign as Congress President Rahul Gandhi presided over his first Extended Congress Working Committee (CWC). Right from the Independence struggle, the
CWC has always been a unit that sought to give a voice to every citizen of the country. Congress Working Committees in the past have been instrumental in making decisions that helped steer our young
democracy in the direction of the ideas of tolerance, respect, and secularism that form the foundation of India. With the new Congress Working Committee, Mr. Gandhi has struck a wonderful balance
between senior leaders and young voices of India. The new CWC is a reflection of Congress President Rahul Gandhi’s vision for India and it consists of individuals who represent the massive diversity of
our country. The CWC’s deliberations and actions led our country to achieve Independence from colonial rule. In these difficult times, the new CWC will, yet again, rise up to the occasion and restore the
ideals of our Constitution by leading the Congress party to victory next year.
Despite being questioned on the Rafale deal in Parliament by Congress President Rahul Gandhi, neither the Defense Minister nor PM Modi have given a satisfactory explanation for why the deal was
inflated and then taken away from a PSU like HAL(Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd) and given away to a private corporate friend of the Prime Minister. Several questions about this deal remain unanswered and
the Modi government’s lies stand exposed in front of the nation. The Rafale Deal pertains to the defense of our country, and the fact that PM Modi would care more about his friends than about national
security merely goes on to show where the priorities and loyalties of the BJP lie. As Prime Minister Modi travelled to South Africa last week to address the BRICS Summit, it is important to remember the
role of the UPA government in shaping this international collective. Under the leadership of former Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh, India played a huge role in shaping the foundation of the
BRICS forum. In fact, India’s importance was evident when an Indian - K.V. Kamath - was appointed as the first President of the BRICS Bank. We only hope that Prime Minister Modi doesn’t let down
the nation and let his inept foreign policy sabotage our relations with other BRICS nations. His government has been a massive failure on the foreign policy front and it’d be a shame if years of painstaking
efforts by the Congress government in helping build the BRICS were negated by PM Modi, who is known to have a track record for doing such sort of stuff. The Modi government’s incompetence in
stemming the rise of black money was also exposed by the Congress party last week in a press conference. New data shows that the majority of money flowing into the country after 2014 is from tax haven
countries. With a new scam breaking out every week, it is no surprise then that the Modi government has failed to deliver on its promise of curbing black money. In fact, as we have seen over the past 4
years, the Modi government has actively aided and abetted all those who have stolen money from India and fled off to foreign lands without any consequences. Reportedly speaking of looting, last week
also saw a development in the case of PM Modi’s “Mehul Bhai” who fled the country after engaging in the nation’s biggest bank loot. While Nirav “Chhota” Modi remains far away from the hands of the
law, it turns out that PM Modi’s “Mehul Bhai” has acquired the passport of Antigua and Barbuda. The fact that he was able to do this despite being an accused in India’s largest bank loot raises serious
questions about the commitment of PM Modi’s government in bringing him to justice. It can be safely assumed that a bank looter cannot secure the passport of a new country without friends in high places.
While we understand that he might be “Mehul Bhai” to our PM Modi, the job of the government is to bring criminals to justice regardless of who they are and who they might be close to. It is time for the
nation to remind our PM about his Rajdharma yet again. While we are sure that he will continue to remain mum over this, we can still reassure ourselves by remembering this: Bas Ek Aur Saal.Reportedly
many are aware of the growing menace of online bullying and trolling ever since PM Modi came to power. On social media platforms, anyone that disagrees with or criticisms PM Modi is routinely
subjected to a volley of abuses and trolling. Women on social media have also been subjected to profanity and rape threats. Sadly, a vast majority of these bullies and trolls are also followed by the Prime
Minister himself. Amidst such an environment, it is important for us to understand how bullying works and to equip ourselves with the necessary tools to fight this online menace. Reportedly Last week,
the Congress party conducted an anti-bully workshop which saw personalities from all walks of life address young Indians about how to deal with government-sponsored trolls. Organised in association
with the Rajiv Gandhi Institute for Contemporary Studies, this workshop raised some important issues about contemporary online discourse in India, the Modi government’s support and sponsorship of
online bullies, and also about means and ways to combat these trolls. Contrary to popular perception that there is mass migration from rural areas during drought, state managed to stop the exodus of poor people
with its flagship free rice programme.With nearly 1.08 crore below poverty line families being given 7 kgs of free rice per person every month under the Anna Bhagya programme, the desperation to move to cities to
earn a decent meal has ended, according to experts .“The state has been reeling under severe drought for the past three years and 164 taluks have been hit by drought this year. Yet, mass migration is not happening
as the Anna Bhagya programme which is continued under CM Kumar Swamy also ensured that around 4 crore poor people can eat peacefully without worrying about food,“ .Describing it a successful programme
that feeds 3.5 crore poor people in the state, former law minister T B Jayachandra said Anna Bhagya should become a role model for other states in tackling drought.
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The SC ST leaders in Karnataka Confidentially feel that Dr G Parmeshwar and Sri Siddaramaiah former Chief Minster have done excellent administration with Annabhagya scheme which is continued under coalition
Government headed by CM HD Kumar Swamy . Tribal’s are also benefitted with several schemes Karnataka Maharshi Valmiki Schedule Tribes Development Corporation Limited. For last four years taking into
confidence of small tribal communities to Big Communities with most popular Ahinda Concept balancing caste and creeds but at the same time it is to be noted that tribal communities need o be given more funds in
budgetary allocations to retain them with congress party and for winning elections and retaining power in Karnataka as congress party is preferred choice of Karnataka tribal’s communitiesThe scheduled castes (SC)
and tribes (ST) in Karnataka together constitute 23.5% and account for 18% reservation in government and educational sectors (15% for SCs and 3% for STs). But the reportedly SCs left are more in numbers as
Right Hand (Holayas) and Left Hand(Madigas) are distinctly identified.There is no deficit of dalit leaders across political party lines in Karnataka with the Congress having a surfeit who are heavyweights. In the
vertical divide among the dalits though the Left SCs population is more in Karnataka, they feel the Rights have cornered most benefits in jobs and education. Hence, even if a leader were to emerge the sub-identity of
the Dalit comes to the forefront to suppress the individual. Discontent in ‘left’ group of SCs may cost congress dear in 2019 election if congress do not give proper representations to SC Left . Congress need to be in
social media with full power. The spokespersons have to be selected carefully. Dynamic people with good presence of mind are required to tackle the questions of the media. The way they answer the questions largely
determines the impact the party has on the general public.“The ‘left’ group plays a decisive role in Bellary, Chitradurga, Raichur, Tumkur, Gulbarga, Bijapur and Bagalkot Parliamentary constituencies. What is
wrong in fielding candidates from the group in three constituencies?” asks a political expert . “Considering the population, the Congress should have fielded candidates from the “left” group in at least 18 of the 36
Assembly constituencies. According to statistics made available by “left” group leaders, of the total population of 5.20 crore (2001 Census) in Karnataka, the SC’s share is 1.20 crore. The Left group being identified as
“Yedagai” forms major chunk with a population of 60 lakh (50 per cent), the “right” group, popularly known as “Balagai”, has a population of 40 lakh (35 per cent). The remaining people of the community come
under Lambani, Vadda and Korama communities of SC.Congress need to give proportionate importance to all caste and creeds and Vokkaliga and Lingayat communities .Mr M.S. Rajshekhar (Extreme Right) most
popular congress face in Karnataka from Lingayat community who is since 1983 a active congress worker is doing hectic lobbying for chairman post for himself and recently in New Delhi meeting all AICC Leaders.
Mr M.S. Rajashekhar, most popular congress face in Karnataka from Lingayath community is in forefront of meeting Smt. Sonia Gandhiji, (AICC President) all AICC Members, KPCC President and our Hon’ble
Chief minister of Karnataka Sri.Siddaramaiah and hopes that they all will give him opportunity to as he is young and senior leader among Lingayath Community . Mr M.S. Rajshekhar, most popular congress face in
Karnataka from Lingayath community who is since 1983 as active congress worker held various party posts, worked as City General Secretary in DCC, Protocol and reception committee and worked as observer in
Bellary Elections during 1999 in which Smt. Gandhi won the elections and Assisted Party leaders in Panchajanya Yaathra under leadership of Sri SM Kirishna and Sri Gulam Nabi Azad, Patron member of YMAC
and life members of Sheshadripuram Educational Trust, Ex-Member of DRUCC Bangalore Railway Division and Honorary president of RTSA Association of Karnataka and YTSK Association of Karnataka , and
Patron of Prajashakthi State level social service organization and helping SC ST people in the state like BBMP Poura Karmikara makkala kshemabhivruddhi Sangaha and Bangalore Mahanagar Palike S C Workers
co-op society Ltd and “BBMP Poura Karmikara sangha and Arogya Gangman Gala Sangha” and educational organaisation like AIUPASA and served the party sincerely in all elections and rendered service to the
party at all levels has requested Smt. Sonia Gandhi, AICC President after meeting her in New Delhi to consider his request and make him one of the party candidate for Karnataka Legislative Council elections . Mr
M.S. Rajshekhar even helped Smt. Gandhi by gathering legal content in respect of Herald case from experts and sent the content and material to Smt Gandhi and Oscar Fernandez to help prepare for winning the case
which is pending in court. Mr M.S. Rajashekhar most loyal and trusted congressmen.
“The Congress has emerged as the main Opposition party in West Bengal and Kerala. In fact, it won in Puducherry. Therefore, there is no reason for the BJP to be euphoric, except in Assam.Democracy is technical
Majority and not peoples Majority: Few get votes and few get seats: All political parties need to understand basics of Indian Politics. It is pertinent to note that majority voters are with opposition parties. Few get
votes and few gets seats .Some time BJP got seats to form the central government by securing 34 percent vote and 66 percent votes were secured by opposition parties but they failed to get the seats .It is only technical
majority and not the peoples majority .First the opposition parties must thank their voters. Both the ruling party and opposition parties have to fulfill their duties as per constitut ion of India towards welfare of the
people.India is biggest democracy in the world and has multiparty election system. Our election is based on secret ballot system and based on multiparty systems .For one seat many parties and independent candidates
contest election and the one who gets highest will get elected .It is all about master planning to win the seats .Every seat winning needs different strategy. As reported in news papers many parties got votes and did not
get seats .Parties like DMK in TN, left in bengal, AAP in Delhi did not benefit from a significant vote share.At the national level, the story of votes (not seats) obtained by various parties and alliances is fairly
straightforward. BJP and its allies got about 38% votes, Congress and its allies got 23%, the four major regional outfits -SP, BSP, Trinamool and AIADMK -got about 14% votes together, and the Left got about
5%.One of the biggest surprises of this election was that no candidate of the Mayawati-led Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) won in Uttar Pradesh, which is BSP's stronghold, though it managed a creditable 20% of votes.
In the outgoing Lok Sabha, it had 21 members. There are other states where a similar anomaly can be seen. In West Bengal, the Left got nearly 30% votes but had to be satisfied with just 2 seats. In Tamil Nadu, DMK
and its small party allies garnered 27% votes and got no seats. In Odisha, Congress got 26% votes but no seat while the BJP got 22% and just one seat. But there is another factor to be kept in mind: the wave. In most
of these states where parties with lots of votes have gone with less (or no) seats, there is one party which is getting bulk of the votes. In Tamil Nadu and in Odisha, the winning party .AIADMK and Biju Janata Dal
respectively -got an overwhelming 44% of votes.So, even if you get 25% votes you lose badly. In West Bengal, Mamata's Trinamool Congress got nearly 40% votes, outstripping its main challenger the Left front. But
what explains the four seats captured by Congress getting just 10% votes. That's because these votes were gained in a concentrated belt of north central Bengal, and gave Congress an edge over others in that region.
Elsewhere it was wiped out. Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) may not have performed well considering that it was much hyped in the media and had put up over 400 candidates across the country . But its y performance in
two states, Delhi and Punjab, is creditable.

CONSULTANCY HELP LINE
You may have problems with Government Departments, PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Talluka office, D.C.
Office, Corporation, K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khatha, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may
be have been pending for months, and years in Government files etc.
Everybody is facing Problems, Problems?
Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics
and try to help you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies,
M.S.Yatnatti, Editor and Video Journalist & Consultant Mobile: 9945116476 E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com propertypolitics@gmail.com
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